
Group Fitness Class Schedule

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

Hours of Operation
Mon-Thurs: 5:30am - 9:30pm
Fri: 5:30am - 8:30pm
Sat: 7am - 5pm
Sun: 8am - 5pm

Childcare Hours
Mon-Thurs: 8:30am - 1:30pm and 4:30pm - 7:30pm 
Fri: 8:30am - 1:30pm
Sat: 8am - 12:30pm
Sun: 8:30am - 12:30pm

Evolutions Annapolis 
1834 George Avenue 
Annapolis, MD 21401 

410.224.7220

Check our App for Special 
Pop-Up Classes       

March Club Intention: 
Transformation



POWER PILATES ____________
Pilates Beginner Mat
Perfect for creating stability in the hips and 
spine, and building core muscles 
and flexibility. Please attend at least 10 
Beginner Mat classes before progressing to 
Intermediate Mat. 50 minutes

Pilates Intermediate Mat
This group class is designed for the 
intermediate to advanced Pilates student. 
Continue building stability and strength 
while stretching and increasing stamina by 
focusing on the flow of each exercise and 
their transitions. 50 minutes

EVOLVE YOGA _____________
Refer to our Monthly Yoga Class schedule 
for descriptions and details about the yoga 
classes.

FITNESS ____________________

You may register 7 days in advance for classes 
to reserve your spot. REMEMBER! No show 
fees apply due to limited space and waitlists. 

Abs, Arms and Assets
Just what it says!  Straight up strength 
conditioning to target abs, arms and gluts - 
some of our most important assets - using a 
variety of tools to get the job done. No 
cardio. No nonsense. Check it out. 

Barre 
A results driven, high energy, no impact 
workout done at the ballet barre! Part 
precision, part flow, this powerful workout 
requires concentration and control to move 
fluidly while keeping core engagement.

Barre² (squared)
It's Barre² squared! We add a weighted 
'barre' (the Body Bar) to the traditional 
barre class; increasing strength, balance 
and stamina. Keep the precision and flow 
add two barres = twice the benefits!!

Barre Yoga Flow
The best of both! A 20 minute vinyasa 
style warm up followed by 20 minutes of 
barre (seat, thigh, core). Finish with yoga 
poses, deep stretches, and savasana. A 
lovely blend for your body and spirit!

Beginner Mat Focus
Learn beginner Pilates mat exercises in a 
more intimate setting with more individual 
instruction. Beginner Mat Focus takes into 
account your specific  needs so you can 
gain confidence. Limited to 7 participants.

Core +
This class focuses on building strength in 
the deeper core muscles of the front, back 
and sides trough a progressive program 
model. Can help to improve posture while 
reducing back pain.

Cycle 45/50
SCIENCE + SOUL. Our cycle classes are 
energizing, dynamic and vigorous. Our 
instructors create smart, challenging and 
motivational rides that deliver results in a 
safe and effective way. 

Cycle Barre
Rev your engine and get your legs and 
lungs pumping with 30 minutes of Cycle, 
then lengthen, strengthen and sculpt with 
30 minutes of Barre. A perfect blend to  
leave feeling energized and centered.

CycleFit
Fire yourself up with this total body combo 
class! 30 min of cycling and 30 min of 
strength training using body weight, and/or 
other props and tools to wake up every 
energy system and every muscle you own!

Cycle Core Mobility
Our signature Science + Soul cycling for 
40 minutes plus  20 minutes of core 
strength - abs, back and hips - to increase 
power on the bike and mobility work to 
compliment the riding position.

Cycle Suspension
Ride-n-Hang! Join this special 
combination training class including a ride 
for cardiovascular and leg strength and  
TRX training for upper body and core 
strength. A total body treat!

Dance it Out!
Quiet your mind and let your body move 
and groove to carefree, upbeat music 
among friends. This 30 minute, lights out, 
fans on sweat session will get you feeling 
uplifted and ready to take on the week! No 
experience needed! Easy and fun!

HIIT Cycle and Burn
30 minutes of high intensity cycling paired 
with 30 minutes of high intensity strength 
and conditioning. This class is the perfect 
opportunity to push to the next level - 
whatever that level is. Open to all levels.

Intermediate Mat Focus 
Continue to refine your Pilates experience 
and learn intermediate Pilates mat 
exercises in a more intimate setting with 
more individualized instruction. Limited to 7 
participants held in the Pilates studio. 

Kettle Bell
Your body is trained as a whole with 
emphasis on the core and back muscles. 
Kettle Bell training is recommended 
for those with healthy backs and shoulders. 
Foundations class recommended.

Pilates Yoga Fusion
By integrating the precise alignment and 
the core strengthening moves from Pilates 
with increased flexibility and the mind/body 
engagement from yoga, you get a unique 
practice that fuses two popular choices.

Play with F.I.R.E.
F.I.R.E. Fierce Interval Resistance Exercise 
uses relativley short high intensity cardio 
efforts alternated iwth less intense active 
recovery intervals of strength exercises 
including some serious "Play' options. 

Stretch & Balance
Great way to release tension with a full 
body stretch. A special emphasis is given 
to the lower back. Then, practice 
improving your balance in various 
positions. All levels are  welcome.

Total Fitness
This challenging total body workout 
includes cardio segments, strength work 
focusing on upper and lower body, plus 
core and a full body stretch to improve 
mobility. Full body blast in under an hour. 

Tower    $
Enhance your core connection! This 
challenging class is recommended for 
clients who have taken mat classes and 
wish to expand their pilates practice. 
Limited to 7 participants. Fee applies.

TRX      
Known as Suspension Training, this 
functional method of training brings 
versatility to your workout routine by 
leveraging your bodyweight and gravity.  
We recommend attending the TRX clinic.

TRX Interval   
Our TRX Interval training sessions include 
the use of additional equipment like kettle 
bells, weighted balls, jump ropes, BOSU or 
other tools to add another dimension to 
suspension training. 

NOTE: Check our App for the most current 
classes and extended class descriptions 
including pop-up classes, seasonal 
workshops and special sessions.
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	Month: March 2020
	Mo Time 1: 6am6am  9am9am  9:30am  10am  11am11:30am 
	Mo Class 1: CycleFitTRX Interval   BarreCycle Core Mobility Yin Yang Yoga  Total Fitness   Core + ✪Free Meditation!
	Tu Time 1: 6am6am6am 8:30am 9am   9:30am     10:30am   
	Tu Class 1: Barre Cycle 50Kettle Bell Cycle 50Vinyasa Yoga  Abs Arms & Assets  Stretch & Balance ✪  
	We Time 1: 6am6am  9am 9:10am 9:30am9:30am   10am  11am 
	We Class 1: Total FitnessRise-n-Flow Yoga Express Cycle 50 Pilates Int. Mat Vinyasa YogaBarre TRX   Core + ✪ 
	Th Time 1: 6am6 am   9am   9:30am   10:30am  
	Th Class 1: Kettle BellCycle Barre  Therapeutic Yoga Flow  CycleFit    Stretch & Balance ✪  
	Fr Time 1: 6am6am 7am  8:45am9am9am 9:30am 10am   11:30am
	Fr Class 1: Cycle 50Play with F.I.R.ETRX HIIT 30  Pilates Mat 45Barre 2 squared!Cycle Yoga Flow-n-Go  TRX     Barre Yoga Flow
	Mo Time 2: 12pm 12pm  
	Mo Class 2: Vinyasa Yoga Dance it Out!   
	Tu Time 2: 12pm 12pm
	Tu Class 2: Barre Yin Yoga ✪
	We Time 2: 12pm  12pm 12pm
	We Class 2: Cycle Suspension Kettle Bell Yin Yoga ✪
	Th Time 2: 12pm 12pm   12pm
	Th Class 2: Barre Special Pop up F.I.R.E.!  Yin Yang Yoga
	Fr Time 2: 12pm    
	Fr Class 2: Vinyasa Yoga    
	Sa Time 1: 8am8am8am 8:30am 9am9am9:05am 9:10am 9:30am 10am 10:10am  11:10am
	Sa Class 1: Cycle 45KettlebellVinyasa Yoga TRX HIIT 30 BarreCycle 45Suspension TrainingKick Boxing! Vinyasa Yoga Cycle 45 Power Pilates® Intermediate MatPower Pilates® Beginner Mat ✪  
	Su Time 1:       9am9am 9:30am 10am  10:10am 11am11am    
	Su Class 1:       Cycle 50Barre  Vinyasa Yoga Beginner Mat Focus ✪ Total Fitness Yin Yoga ✪Tower $   
	Mo Time 3:     5:30pm5:30pm   6:00pm6:30pm 7pm
	Mo Class 3:     TRX Interval Therapeutic Yoga Flow  Cycle 50Int. Mat Focus Yin Nidra ✪
	Tu Time 3: 4pm  5:10pm   6pm  6:30pm
	Tu Class 3: Yin Yang Nidra  Total Fitness   Vinyasa Yoga  Beginner Mat Focus ✪
	We Time 3:   5pm 5pm  6pm6pm6pm   
	We Class 3:   HIIT Cycle/Burn Vinyasa 50  Yin Express ✪Kettle BellBarre   
	Th Time 3:  4:30pm   5:30pm 6:00pm   6:30pm6:45pm  
	Th Class 3:  Vinyasa Yoga   Cardio Endurance 30Strength  Interval 30  Int. Mat FocusPrenatal Yoga Workshop 
	Fr Time 3:        6pm
	Fr Class 3:        Community Yoga
	Infobox: ✪ Recommended for post-rehab and beginner  wellness programs  $ Class Card includes all classes except Tower  March Pop-Ups, New Classes, Clinics, Workshops:       * Cycle Lite       * Chair Yoga       * Tools for Life Class (TLC)       * Kids Yoga and Art - Hard Work (tapas) Workshop       * Newbie Yoga Workshop       * Foam Roller Workshop       * Prenatal Yoga Workshop       


